Effect of proteolipid protein on central nervous system myelin membrane fluidity.
The effect which intrinsic (proteolipid) protein has on fluidity of central nervous system myelin membrane was measured through differences in temperature-dependent anisotropy of the lipid-soluble fluorescence probe, 1,6-diphenyl-1,3,5-hexatriene (DPH), in multilamellar vesicles (MLV) prepared from total myelin lipids in the presence and absence of proteolipid protein. Very little difference was observed in the anisotropies of DPH incorporated into intact myelin membrane vesicles compared with MLV reconstituted from total myelin lipid plus proteolipid protein but excluding myelin basic protein. In contrast, a significant decrease (P less than 0.01) in anisotropy was observed when MLV prepared from total myelin lipids depleted of proteolipid protein were compared with vesicles containing proteolipid protein. Given the different distributions of myelin basic protein and proteolipid protein suggested by freeze-fracture, neutron and X-ray diffraction studies, and the fact that the hydrophobic DPH probe is known to distribute in the non-polar regions of lipid bilayers, we interpret the marked decrease in anisotropy when proteolipid protein is excluded from MLV to suggest that at least part of the proteolipid is distributed in the hydrocarbon region of the MLV. These findings are consistent with the earlier physical studies and recent postulations that extensive hydrophobic segments exist in proteolipid protein and that these hydrophobic segments are buried in the myelin lipid bilayer and alternate with hydrophilic extra-membrane segments.